
 
 

WHEN ALL YOU EVER WANTED ISN’T ENOUGH                    I KINGS 3 
 

Statement: suppose I gave you a card, with instructions to complete this sentence: 
What I want out of life is __________. How would you answer it? Can you answer it? Not having an answer is 
not an answer. From most polls, the top answer is: TO BE HAPPY. We want to feel fulfilled. It relates to being 
loved, having what we want/need, feeling secure, and seeing our dreams come true. The strange thing: even if 
everything worked out as we planned, would we be happy? Jesus could complete it for us: 
 

I’ve come that they may have life, and have it abundantly What we truly want is a life of joy/clarity/purpose. 
If you’re NOT DOING something meaningful with your life, it doesn’t matter how long you live; if you ARE 
DOING something meaningful, it doesn’t matter how long you live. Life doesn’t consist in YEARS LIVED but in 
the IMPACT OUR LIVES MAKE. 
 

STORY...talking to a retired man, he shared stories of his jobs his family, how his life had changed. 
Then, he stared off. 

MAN: I’VE HAD EVERYTHING A MAN NEEDS; GOOD JOBS, ENOUGH MONEY TO LIVE COMFORTABLY. 
I HAVE one REGRET THAT I’VE SPENT MY YEARS MAKING A LIVING BUT NOT MADE A LIFE. 

 
WHAT SOLOMON SAW... 

How many people only make a LIVING? We make a living BY WORKING HARD; we make a LIFE by 
FULFILLING OUR PURPOSE. We make a living by WHAT WE GET and a life BY WHAT WE GIVE Making a living 
is clear: we work hard, save money, and then retire. The purpose of life isn’t to retire in comfort or arrive 
safely at death. Few people spend their lives in pursuit of OBJECTIVES BIGGER THAN THEY ARE; when they 
die, it will be as though they’ve never lived. God put us here to glorify him. To make a life we need a 
purpose: to discover God’s goals, to attempt things that are destined to fail without his help. What do we 
see when we look at our lives? What Solomon saw was WASTE. He BUILT MANY BUILDINGS but he did not 
BUILD MEMORIES. He was RICH IN THINGS, but POOR IN SOUL. He became KING, but died in DISGRACE. He 
went ALL THE WAY to the TOP, but not any HIGHER. Solomon could not distinguish b/w 
SUCCESS/SIGNIFICANCE. Success is when I add VALUE TO MYSELF; significance is when I add VALUE TO 
OTHERS. Success is too job-related, based on reaching goals; significance has only 1 goal, to make a 
difference, use our God-given gifts to bless the world. 
 
Quote...Ralph Waldo Emerson TO LAUGH OFTEN, TO WIN THE REPECT OF INTELLIGENT PEOPLE AND THE 
AFFECTION OF CHILDREN; TO EARN THE APPRECIATION OF HONEST CRITICS, AND THE BETRAYAL OF FALSE 
FRIENDS; TO APPRECIATE BEAUTY, TO FIND THE BEST IN OTHERS, TO LEAVE THE WORLD BETTER, AND TO 
KNOW THAT EVEN ONE LIFE HAS BREATHED EASIER...THIS IS SUCCESS 

 
MAKING A LIFE... 

God appeared to him in a DREAM, offering him anything his heart desired. He didn’t exploit God’s offer, ask 
for riches or fame but for WISDOM, the ability to discern RIGHT FROM WRONG. He took David’s LEGACY 
and built it up. On paper no King did more than he. He ruled with integrity for a while! No one self-
destructed as he did. He was RICH IN THINGS but POOR IN SOUL. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

THE EXCELLENT LIFE… 
He climbed the LADDER TO THE TOP, only to find it LEANING AGAINST THE WRONG BUILDING. He didn’t 
know the difference between success/significance. Success is reaching goals, adding value to myself; 
significance is about making a difference, adding value to others. It’s what Jesus offered Nathaniel: a chance 
to impact the world! They got off to a rocky start. His friend Philip told him to come see a Rabbi from 
Nazareth who was setting the world on fire. He yawns, “Can anything good come out of Nazareth” God 
never puts anyone in a place too UNIMPORTANT to serve. Jesus ignores the insult stuns him by claiming to 
have seen him under a tree before Philip got there. It blows Nathaniel away. 
 

“Rabbi, you are the Son of the Living God” 
Wow! He went from zero to 60 miles fast. One minute arrogant and opinionated, the next minute he 
confesses his faith. Jesus, unaffected by Nathaniel’s flip flop, says…Because I saw you under a tree, you 
make such a claim. You shall see greater things than these". 
 

DOING THE BEST, WITH WHAT WE HAVE… 
Would he see greater things or give up before he’d begun? Many people, when a new possibility opens, 
focus only on WHAT THEY CAN’T DO without pausing to think WHAT THEY MIGHT DO with God’s help. 
Instead of DOING THEIR BEST, they do ONLY WHAT IS NECESSARY. Instead of staying FOCUSED, they stay 
DISTRACTED. They don’t see LIFE AS IT IS; they obsess about how THEY WISH LIFE WERE. 

Cartoon…love the Peanuts strip where Lucy is giving Charlie Brown advice, who is depressed as 
usual. 

CHARLIE: I’M CONFUSED, I NEED DIRECTION, A PURPOSE FOR MY LIFE. 
LUCY: DON'T WORRY. IT'S BEING ON A BIG OCEAN LINER, SOME FOLKS POSITION THEIR DECK CHAIRS 

TO FACE THE BOW, OTHERS THE BACK SIDE. WHICH WAY DO YOU FACE? 
CHARLIE: I CAN'T EVEN GET MY CHAIR UNFOLDED! 

Your chair still unfolded? Your life has no direction? You may wonder: was there SOMETHING I SUPPOSED 
TO DO with my life? 

THE GOOD LIFE AS GOD SEES IT… 
The good news: we don’t have to climb a ladder to find success or be happy. Permit me to offer my own 
definition of success…“Success is to know God’s will for your life and to pursue it with all your heart.” 
All you have to do to live an excellent life: use it as a blessing to others. 
 
QUOTE... George Bernard Shaw: I am more than a feverish CLOD OF GRIEVANCES, complaining that the 
world won’t devote itself to making ME HAPPY. My life belongs to the COMMUNITY. I want to be used up 
when I die. Life is no BRIEF CANDLE; it’s a SPLENDID TORCH which I hold only for a moment. 
 
A splendid torch! Being THE BEST isn’t GOOD ENOUGH. The GOOD LIFE GOD intends isn’t about acquiring 
wealth/gaining status. What we OWN/ACHIEVE isn’t as crucial as THE KIND OF PERSON WE ARE, how we 
INFLUENCE OTHERS, the kind of legacy we leave behind. How do you spell success? The better question: are 
we living a significant life? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

SUCCESS WITHOUT GOD... 
Solomon didn’t. In a few years, Solomon went from LOVING GOD to USING God, being HUMBLE to 
HAUGHTY, from giving God credit to believing his PRESS CLIPPINGS. When they sang his praises, he asked 
them to sing louder. When they told him how GREAT HE WAS he asked them to explain. He forgot that God 
is more interested in our FAITHFULNESS than our ACCOMPLISHMENTS. The lesson we learn at Solomon’s 
expense: SUCCESS WITHOUT GOD EQUALS FAILURE. He began praying for an UNDERSTANDING HEART and 
died with a HARDENED HEART. 
 

SIGN...IF THE WHOLE WORLD FOLLOWED YOU, WOULD IT BE A BETTER WORLD 
 
In Solomon’s case, the answer is a loud, “NO” In the end; he died a PATHETIC FIGURE, worshiping PAGAN 
GODS, clinging to what little POWER HE HAD. After his death, Israel fell apart. From then on, its history was 
an unbroken series of disasters. If his life were a book the title would be, WHEN ALL YOU EVER WANTED 
ISN’T ENOUGH. People who live excellent lives bring out the BEST IN OTHERS. 
 

BRINGING OUT THE BEST IN OTHERS.... 
God didn’t put us here to TAKE UP SPACE but to MAKE THE WORLD a better place than we found it. In God’s 
eyes, excellence isn’t measured by MONEY, but by IMPACT. 
 
QUOTE...WHAT WE’VE DONE FOR OUR SELVES ALONE DIES WITH US; WHAT WE HAVE DONE FOR OTHERS 
AND THE WORLD REMAINS. 
 
No one knows when they’ll die but we can select OUR EPITAPH. What statement will your life make? Don’t 
settle for success. Strive for excellence. Don’t spend your years merely MAKING A LIVING; make a LIFE. Take 
a few risks! Move beyond your COMFORT ZONE. Keep growing as a person, keep improving the skills God 
gave you, and let others benefit from your life. 
 
STORY... a woman approached the great Pianist Fritz Kreisler after one of his recitals... 

WOMAN: SIR, I’D GIVE HALF MY LIFE TO PLAY THE WAY YOU DO. 
KREILSER: MADAM, THAT’S EXACTLY WHAT I GAVE 
 

MAKING A DIFFERENCE... 
Most of the things worth doing in this life have already been declared impossible by someone before they 
were done. One committed person can still do great things. Solomon fell apart. People who settle for 
success often do. Why? Because they stop striving to improve once they reach their goal. People who strive 
for excellence, who want to make an impact know that their quest is never done. There is always MORE 
GOOD they can do, more SORROW to ease, and more people to love. 
 
STORY…near the end of his life Albert Einstein went through his house removed the PORTRAITS of 2 

prominent scientist Newton and Maxwell, from his wall. In their place, he hung the pictures of 
Gandhi and Albert Schweitzer EINSTEIN: WHAT MATTERS TO ME MORE NOW IS NOT SUCCESS BUT 
SERVICE. 

 

 


